Freshmen Present "Hiawatha" Scenes Saturday

Annual Pageant To Be Part Of Fathers' Day Program

On the edge of the lake in Bos-lerwood, the fathers of college students will imagine themselves in Longfellow's famous Indian legend. The Pageant is composed of scenes taken from Longfellow's famous Indian legend. The Pageant is composed of scenes taken from "The Two Weeks' Tour," by Harriet Beecher Stowe.

The Pageant will be held Thursday night, May 11, at 8:00 p.m. in the College Gymnasium.

Music Department Students Give Musical Program

Students of the music department studying with Miss Leslie and Miss Ballard will present a program at 8:45 p.m. in the College Gymnasium.

Plans For Course In Child Study Are Developed

Child study will become a more vital part of the Connecticut College curriculum with the addition of a major in child study. The program is under the establishment of a nursery school on the campus next year. The school will be open to all freshmen girls who live in white cottage to the north side of the campus.

A group of about ten children of the ages of four and four years of age will be selected from the applicants, and the school will open early in October and close about the middle of May, with the same vacation periods in the college. The teacher, already selected, holds a degree from the Department of Family Life, School of Home Economics of Cornell University and has had graduate work in child development at the university. Ethel Moore, the Pageant is sponsored by the faculty of the college. Ethel Moore, the Pageant is sponsored by the faculty of the college. Ethel Moore, the Pageant is sponsored by the faculty of the college.

Student Advisory Committee

The student advisory committee, consisting of Dr. Margaret S. Chace, chairman; Dr. Frances C. Mc. Conville, Dr. Dorothy H. Sevitt, and Mrs. Earl W. Stamm, will cooperate in the new major.

The department of home economics, psychology, and education will cooperate in the new major.

The entire program will be as follows:
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A Plea For A Fair Vote

You, as a member of the student body of Connecticut College, can make an active part in the regulation of the college. You help to make rules, and it is up to you to elect capable officers to put them into effect.

Also, as a member of the student body, you are in a position to know the good and the bad work being done for these offices, or at least to find out who are they. You are intelligent and surely able to judge, from the campaign speeches and the opinions of the candidates, who should be your choice for a candidate.

There is then any conceivable reason for your not voting?

It is only logical to conclude that a full vote of the student body is a fair vote. As responsible citizens in this little community you should take an interest in the people who are to represent you to the college, and who are to make your laws or amend them. So it is only logical, again, to suppose that you want the fairest vote that can be taken.

You have heard the campaign speeches in Amalgamation meetings. These are not new even entirely unknown to you, even those of you who have been here but two years. It is very little trouble to stop in the faculty men’s lounge tomorrow any time between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. and cast a ballot in that fair vote for the responsible leaders of your community for another year.

Inventory

Taking stock of one’s achievements, disappointments and failures is a very profitable experience. It entails examining the inner soul and measuring the truth of conscience.

As we approach the end of another school year, isn’t this an excellent time to take stock of ourselves? First of all, we must analyze that motive which led us to college. To generally say, it is an accepted fact that we came to college with some desires, at least, for advanced learning. Have we achieved that?

CAMPUS CAMER

Dr. J. A. Gamewel, has been teaching at Mocoma College for 40 years. The following excerpts are his works of art.

*Things and Stuff*

This column has had a great deal of talk this week of the Metropolitan Theatre, perhaps too much, but it does seem justified when one realizes how close we are going to New York have decided that that repository may be experiment of today, but it can survive financially without going commercial.*

*We note with pleasure the extension of the engagement of the N. B. C. Symphony Orchestra to June 25, instead of the original May 18. It is always with some sadness that we recognize the advent of summer, for instead of the original May 18, it meant the end of any real amount of fine music this summer.*

*At least the existing systems have had the courage to admit that their beautiful bright ideas on television have a long way to go to reach reality in every home. We, for one, have a hard time picturing ourselves sitting watching Joe Pender, if we could stand him to begin with, on an eight by ten screen.***

*Target practice seems to be the mode of the day with the independent theatre owners announcing that they would prefer other attractions to Max West, Edward Arnold, Garbo, Francis, Hepburn, Dietrich and Crawford—‘not that they are fine actors.’ Looks like it might be a good scrap.*

*We have a real ambition in life now. We want to see our poet Jane Withers do her ‘derazzatining’ imitation of Shirley Temple. Our fondness for the latter would provide fertile ground for the most vicious satire.*

*In the art world, an important event is taking place of the Metropolitan is opening their new section in uptown New York. This can be the first year to plan and construction, now house most of the mediaval and Renaissance art of religious nature. We hear it very beautiful and more than worth seeing.*

Editorial

(Continued from Column 1)

end? Has the work we’ve done been beneficial and furthered our thinking ability? The everyday assignments which are due do not fulfill the requirements for advanced learning. But these daily assignments, these lectures do open up new ways of thinking, unexplored channels of reasoning and ideas. Advanced learning tends to lead one into the road of intelligent thinking. Has this year accomplished that?

Another thing college should do for us to broaden us, not only intellectually, but socially. College affords us the means to travel to different parts of the country. Granted that we have been travelling and met people from different sections, but we haven’t actually lived side by side with them until we come to college. We learn tolerance, and the advantages of being exposed to the eyes of others. We are on our own and we have to rely on ourselves for making decisions.

Dear Editor:

Last week there was a letter in this column about how to vote, and so it seems appropriate now to mention the fact that we can show our loyalty to our government and to our country by making a special effort to get over to Fanning and vote. Last year almost all the students voted. Let’s make it one hundred percent this year. We surely have an interest in the elections; they are, after all, a determining factor. Please support them by being on hand Thursday to vote.

P. S. The earlier, the better!

Dear Editor:

It was once said, “He that is not against us is for us.” In this test I call Connecticut a religious place. But by other tests I think we are not an unconscious college. If the average professor or student on campus could all be asked “How is the past Commandment of all,” I judge the reply would be the same as the scribes of old to the young Hebrew leader—

“Master hath said the truth: for there is one God, and there is none other than he: and to love him with all the heart, and with all the understanding, and with all the strength, and to love his neighbor as himself, is more than burnt offerings and sacrifices.”

May your reply the remember of Jesus when he said the scribes “answered dismiserly” . . . “Then are you far from the Kingdom of Heaven.”

Respectfully, who think and “answer dismiserly.”

(Continued on Page 3, Column 1)

CALENDAR

Wednesday, May 11

Easter Sunrise Service 6:00
Luncheon for Fathers 6:30

Thursday, May 12

Student Government Elections 9:30
Music Department Recital 8:30

Friday, May 13

German Club, Prof., Leo Schrade, Lecture on Rich P. 2:00
Spring Play (for students and faculty who do not entertain their fathers) 8:30

Saturday, May 14

First Day of Final Examinations

Sunday, May 15

Easter Service: Easter Sunrise Service, P. 6:30
Luncheon for Fathers, P. 8:30
Fresenius Pageant

Monday, May 16

Veepers, Miss Grace Yung-Chen Yuan, a Chinese Student, P. 8:30

Tuesday, May 17

Sophomore Class Meeting, Bolleswood, F. 2:30
Poetry Reading, Mrs. Ray’s Class, F. 7:30

Wednesday, May 18

Mr. Seward, N. L. R. B. of N. Y. to Speak to Seniors, F. 2:00
Installation of Officers, F. 9:00

(The Editors of the News do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed in this column. In order to secure the validity of this column as an organ of the expressed opinions, the editor must know the names of contributors.)
Cady Prize Poetry Contest Held In Knowlton

The Cady Spyce Poetry Contest was held in Knowlton Salem on Thursday, May 4. Dr. Wells, Miss Oakes, Miss Reynolds, Dr. Ray, and Dr. Smycer acted as judges. All the entries in the contest were evenly divided and that the twelve contestants, representing three, was required to read one selection in English.

The announcement of the winners of the contest will be made at the Cady prize better examinations.

The Seven Dwarfs Have Left; From But A Memory

"HiHo, HiHo, it's off to work we go," sang the Seven Dwarfs in a gala memory of the past. During the Friday night in Rainbow Weeks, and the songs were sung by the parsley and parties to a spectator and Saturday night with Charley Barnett swinging out "Good Night Sweetheart" or its equivalent. The devotional was perfect and even the real Snow White would have been found of them.

The Dwarfs that flocked about the room, Friday night of Junior Prom is al ready present, and directed its activities during the first year. He also gave a cornet recital, and enjoyed some of the students singing, and the group was definitely in good shape for a big production. The winners were awarded on the radio from Brown University.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY is a branch of the medical profession.

Opportunity for service in a new field of endeavor for those graduates, who wish to enter a branch of the medical profession.

Students are selected for character and scholastic attainment.

DOTTIE LEE and her date, upon returning from New Haven with an extra two hours, thinking they had the package slicked received was the note, "I know it's the best place for the creative arts."

MILLINERY—Sociation for the training of Occupied by the American Medical Association. The group sang German songs to finish the festivities.

The Italian Club announces that its delegate to the Italian poetry reading contest held at the Cress of Columbia University in New York April 30, Estelle Fassio Etno '41, was favorable judgment for her reading of Leopardi's poem "L'Infinito."

The German Club held its annual picnic in Belleswood on Wednesday evening, May 4. Ursula Dibbern, foreign exchange student who will return to Connecticut next year, was elected official president, from the ex-officio post which she has held. The group sang German songs to finish the festivities.

The German Club held its annual picnic in Belleswood on Wednesday evening, May 4. Ursula Dibbern, foreign exchange student who will return to Connecticut next year, was elected official president, from the ex-officio post which she has held. The group sang German songs to finish the festivities.
From the Scholastic: 
Voice over the phone—"Pop, guess who just got kicked out of college again."

Answer: "I believe we have. Please close it softly as you leave."

From the Tomahawk: 
A college graduate: "Have you an opening for an unusually bright and energetic young man?"

From the Torensearch: 
A sociologist declares that only 7 percent of the people in the United States are morons. AIJ of comprehensives.

From the Stomatanian: 
A great leader is one who never permits his followers to discover that he is as dumb as they are.

Then there's the story of the Germans in the war who named their ships after jokes so that the English wouldn't get them.

Emily Post, in writing for the Kansas City Star says: "When the implication is unmistakable that a lady is intended, the word 'woman' is preferred, but when the word 'woman' implies that a lady might not be intended, then the word 'lady' is used."

From the Stomatanian: 
Old English Ballad—
A girl
A luke

A canoe
A water lily
Out of reach
Wishing by two

From an advertisement published in the New York newspapers.

FRESH FLOWERS DAILY
Our Corsages Speak for Themselves
FELLMAN & CLARK
CROCKER HOUSE BLOCK
Compliments of
BOSTON
CANDY KITCHEN
MARVEL SHOP, INC.
SMOKES  LINGERIE
KAYSER HOSE

THE OUTPUT
THE PACKARD SCHOOL
Registered by the Regents of the State of New York
1903 New York City
Telephone Norwich 3180

SURPRISE DAD THIS WEEK-END
with a gift from
THE OUTPUT
27 Bank Street
Next door to Capitol Theatre

When you are planning a
DANCE PARTY
BANQUET
OR OTHER SOCIAL EVENT
Call on the
NORWICH INN
Telephone Norwich 3180

It's New --- POLOSCARFS
IN ALL COLORS
Can be worn smartly with all sportswear
$1.00 each
CREW HATS $1.30 each
BEER JACKETS $1.10 each

THE OUTPUT
27 BANK STREET
NEXT DOOR TO CAPITOL THEATRE

NOTICE INSTALLATION OF
NEW OFFICERS
Chapel, 9:55
Tuesday, May 17
College Gymnasium
A canoe
A water lily
Out of reach
Wishing by two

THE NEW YORK HOSPITAL SCHOOL OF NURSING
Associated with Cornell University
Opportunity for exceptional preparation in nursing, a profession for college women.

For further information address:
Director of the School of Nursing
525 East 60th Street, New York City

We know what you want, and we have it...

Fifth Avenue, New York
**Music Department Students Give Musicale**

(Continued from Page 1, Column 2)

Sunday Morning in Glion

Marianne Upson '41

Romance

Debussy

Romance . . ..

Debuuy

Welcome, Sweet Spring

(The Morning of the Year) Cadman

Helen A. Jones '41

Etude Caprice

MacFayden

Eleanor Fuller '41

Gute Nacht

Schubert

Blackbird's Song

Scott

Margaret A. Ball '38

Etude Caprice

Macsowell

Eleanor Fuller '41

Gute Nacht

Schubert

Blackbird's Song

Scott

Margaret A. Ball '38

From the Journal:

Marriage is an institution

Love is blind

Marriage is an institution for the blind.

---

**Contest Announced by Larry Clinton For Song Title**

(Continued from Page 2, Column 4)

and Massachusetts. The final name will be selected by Clinton. The school editors must procure the address at which the contestants can be reached by June 15th when the final result will be announced.
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